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ABSTRACT









–  “deadly  heat  in  the  summer  and  terrible blizzards  in  the winter,  sandy  and  alkaline  soil,  lack of  freshwater 
springs”. Taking into consideration astronomical, climatic and hydrogeological factors, they chose the harbour, 
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determines  the  search  of  intelligent  socio-natural 
interaction and their optimization. The rate of changes 
increases, in this connection the depth of devaluation 
and  transformation  of  the  urban  environment  in 
physical,  aesthetic,  psychological  terms  increases 
dramatically. One of  the  reasons  -  semantic disaster 
-  is  caused  by  the  creation  of  a  fundamentally  new 






The  condition  of  successive  development, 
the  sustainability  of  the  whole  is  a  continuous 
communication between the present, past and future. 
The principle of continuity is the best tool to explore 
reality.  It  is  sometimes necessary  to understand and 
evaluate objectively the logic of changes of the living 
environment  -  that  of  cultural  (partly  mental)  and 
physical,  as  well  as    valorization  of  "smart" material 
and spatial systems. 
An  interdisciplinary  approach  contributes  to  the 
objective  assessment  of  the  environment  changes, 
as well  as  a  holistic  picture  of  the world.  Therefore, 
this work deals with      the complex scientific opinion 
of  Odessa's  researchers  in  archeology,  urban 
construction and architecture.
1. PREREQUISITS
At  the  end  of  18th  c.    the  North  Black  Sea  Region 
received  favorable  geopolitical  opportunities  -  the 
Treaty of Peace with the Ottoman Porte, the annexation 
of  the  Crimean  Peninsula,  the  reunification  of  the 









get  a  lot  of  benefits  if we had    direct  trading 
routes between our ports of the Mediterranean 
and  Russia  across  the  Black  Sea.  We  could 
ship directly from Marseille to the ports of the 





a  number  of  objective  (geo-strategic,  economic, 
climatic)  and  subjective  (complete  professionalism, 
noospheric  thinking  of  its  founders)  prerequisites. 
"The  influx  of  immigrants  provided  the  North  Black 
Sea  Region  with  people  educated  in  a  European 
manner  whose  knowledge,  intelligence  and  talent 
was  a  guarantee  for  the  future  prosperity  of  the 
region.  Artisans  and  farmers,  teachers  and  doctors, 
botanists and bankers from France, the Netherlands, 
Italy,  Germany  and many  other  European  countries 
engulfed  in  the  flames  of  wars,  gave  that  amazing 
mixture of Western Europeans with Slavic population, 
which  seamlessly  fit  into  the  political  system  of  the 
Novorossiysk territories" (Tret'yak, 2004).
2. "ANTIQUE" MENTALITY OF THE 
CITY'S FOUNDERS
All  important  human  actions  in  the  second  half  of 
18th  c.  were  dictated  by  genius  and  fashion  for 
ancient  style.  Ancient  mentality  infected  the  whole 
European  society.  The  origin  of  this  process  dealt 













contemporary  European  culture,  which  was  washed 
by the "ancient Gulf Stream" and arranged the whole 
structure  of  its  life  on  ancient models,  was  obvious” 
(Knabe,1993).  The motto  in  the  period  of  classicism 
was coined by I. Vinkelman: "The only way for us to be 
great,  if any, inimitable, is to imitate ancient people". 
Even  the  wars  against  Turkey  were  perceived  by 
European classicism as the struggle between Europe 
and  Asia.  The  Ottoman  Empire  is  barbarian  Persia, 
the  Achaemenid  Empire.  Byron  did  call  Izmail  Troy 
(Dobrolyubskii, 2012).




and  others) was  educated  on  ancient models,  Iliade 
and  Odissea.  "Passionaries"  souls  sincerely  felt 
themselves  like  ancient  heroes,  they  were  followed, 
they called themselves by ancient names.










Catalan  origin.  The  young  J.  de  Ribas  was  brought 
up  in "the epicenter" of  the boom period of ancient 
culture at the court of the Kingdom of Naples. 
«  […]  The  boy  stood  out with  his  vivid  imagination, 
clear mind, passionate nature and impatient temper», 
-  noted his  tutors  attributing  these  characteristics  to 
his  to    his  Spanish-Scottish  temperament  (Fedenev, 
Figure 1.
Map of  Odessa, 1889
41994).  De Ribas' actions were determined by the type 
of his personality, his "ideal" -  both as "a cultural hero 
of  antiquity"  and at  the  same  time as  "a  hero of  his 
epoch" (Knabe,1993). 
Joseph  de  Ribas,  Franz  de  Volan  and  the  military 
engineer  Andrey  Shostak    personally  explored  the 
whole shoreline from Ochakov to the Dniester mouth 
measuring  the depth of  the  harbours  and bays  and 
they came to the conclusion that the Bay of Khadzhibey 
met the requirements to build "[… ]a military harbour 
together  with  a merchant  wharf  "-  both  in  terms  of 
hydrographic  position  and  communication  by  land 
[… ]”.  (Fig.1) (De Ribas, 1995) 
The  name  "Khadzhibey"  can  be  interpreted  as  "a 
companion  of  the Great  Hadji  ",  while  "Odyssey"  is 







3. THE RITUAL AND FOUNDATION 
PLACE OF ODESSA
In 1995 the excavations at the corner of  Langeron and 
Richelieu  streets  discovered  not  just  the  foundation 




a  1784  "five  kopeck"  coin  with  the  monogram  of 
Empress  Catherine  II  along  with  a  Russian  double-





Hermeneutics  or  the  art  of  deciphering 
archaeological  "texts"  is  based  on  the  simple  truth: 
any  "archaeological"  fact  is  properly  explained  only 
in a certain cultural context of its life time. The "aim" 
of culture  is determined by a  tradition which  in  turn 




(Tkachuk,  1996).    It  is  obvious  that  the  search  for 
these meanings is only possible within an appropriate 
cultural  tradition.  In  our  case we  know  the  name of 
"Odessa"  and  a  cultural  tradition  in  the  bosom  of 
which it arose is 18th century Classicism.
To  possess  new  lands  meant  to  subdue  the 














allegedly  a  spell  of  unordered  primordial  nature; 
the clear geometry of order and will appeared to be 
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4. PROFESSIONAL APPROACH TO THE 
CHALLENGES  OF A UNIQUE PLACE
The  first  plan  of    Khadzhibey-Odessa  developed 
by Franz de Volan   in 1794 testifies that the city was 
based  on  the  principles  of  ancient  urban  planning 
which were dealt with  in Vitruvius` work  "Ten books 
on Architecture (Vitruvius, Franz (Pavlovich) de Volan, 
a  native  of  Brabant,  left  his  career  prospects  in  the 
Netherlands for the Russian army position of a military 
engineer.  Having  natural  talents  and  a  penchant 
for  sciences,  F.  de  Volan  possessed,  according  to 
Vitruvius,  all  the  characteristics  necessary  for  an 
architect:
Figure 2.
The first plan of  Khadzhibey-
Odessa 
Figure 3.
Map of  Odessa, 1814     
  «It  appears,  then,  that  one  who  professes 
himself  an  architect  should  be  well  versed  in 
both directions. Neither natural ability without 
instruction  nor  instruction  without  natural 
ability can make the perfect artist. [… ] and be 
acquainted with  astronomy  and  the  theory  of 
the heavens » (Vitruvius, 1914). 
Dozens of canals and watrworks, fortresses  and coastal 
fortifications  in  the  north  and  in  the  south  of  Russia 
were built by his projects.   Pioneers  in   construction 






Ice  cannot  block  water  current  there.  Shipping  can 




corresponded  to  its  destination  (Tret’yak,  2004). 
Bay of Khadzhibey's protruding   cape and  its  shape 
met  the  requirements  to  harbours  "If  their  situation 
has  natural  advantages,  with  projecting  capes  or 
promontories which curve or return  inwards by their 
natural  conformation,  such  harbours  are  obviously 
of  the  greatest  service"  (Vitruvius,  1914).  Hydraulic 













«  First  comes  the  choice  of  a  very  healthy 
site. Such a site will be high, neither misty nor 
frosty,  and  in  a  climate  neither  hot  nor  cold, 
but temperate; further, without marshes in the 
neighbourhood » (Vitruvius, 1914). 
The  southern  part  of  Bay  of  Khadzhibey  met  these 
demands.  F. de Volan took into consideration all the 
demands when he was making "the first plan of  the 
city and  the port".  In  fact,  they managed  to dispose 
Odessa and the port in the ideal place (Fig.3) Vitruvius 
not only listed eight principal winds: 









«  From  these  two  points  describe  with  your 
compasses intersecting arcs, and through their 
intersection and the centre let a line be drawn 
to  the  circumference  of  the  circle  to  give  us 
































"cold  winds  are  disagreeable,  hot  winds  enervating, 






be  laid down on  the  lines of division between 
the quarters of two winds »  (Vitruvius, 1914). 
It  permitted  to  eliminate  not  only  the  impact  of 




completely  vulnerable  to  "malicious"  Eurus,  so  F.  de 
Volan started to build the first and the most powerful 
malls  by  the  dangerous  South-East  side  (Fig.4). 
The  longest  Platonov  (Karantinnyi)  mall  completely 
protected  the  port  from  the  South-East,  East  and 
North-East.  In  the  harbor  "of  course,  colonnades  or 
shipyards must be built " (Vitruvius, 1914).
A significant Admiralty quarter (16 ha) with an artillery 
fort  and  buildings  for  services  and  the  army  were 
allocated to protect  the port and the city  from attack 









Odessa  -  the Sun City
The original location, the strength of malls, breakwaters 
and  other  buildings  of  the  harborprotecting  it  from 
dangerous winds, waves and currents, turned the port 
of Odessa  in one of  the most reliable  in  the world.  It 
is a recognized masterpiece of hydraulic engineering 
construction: 
«  […  ]On  the  same  day  (the  day  of  Odessa's 
birth)  there  were  laid  the  foundations  of:  the 
Major  mall;  the  harbour  for  rowing  vessels; 
8ellings and shipyards to repair ships; two piers 
for merchant  ships;  two churches  in  the name 
of  St.  Nicholas  and  St.  Catherine,  and  they 
made the first furrow for the foundations of city 
buildings» (Skal'kovskii, 1889). 
It  confirms  that  the  founders  of  the  city  strictly 
observed the ancient rituals.
Analysis  of  anthropometric  harakteristik  -  polar 
axis  range,  sunrise  point  changes  -  confirmed 
full  compliance  with  the  definition  of  the  vector 
"Decumanus"  of  "city  of  Khadzhibey"  based  on  the 
recommendations of Vitruvius. 
«  The  sun  takes  a  fullmonth  to  move  across 




completes  the  period  of  a  full  year.  Hence, 
the circuit made by the moon thirteen times in 
twelve months, is measured by the sun only once 
in  the  same  number  of  months.  But  Mercury 
and  Venus,  their  paths  wreathing  around  the 
sun's rays as their centre, retrograde and delay 
their  movements,  and  so,  from  the  nature  of 
that circuit, sometimes wait at stopping-places 
within the spaces of the signs » (Vitruvius, 1914). 
Perceiving  the  sky  as  a metaphor  for  the  good  and 
order,  they  built  cities  following  the  sky  model  – 
along  the  latitudinal  "solar"  axis.  On  the  inaugural 
day of the foundation of Odessa the "Cardin" axis of 
the  Grecheskii  district  became  the  solar  axis  of  the 
whole  city,  its  actual  "heavenly pole".  Since  the Sun 
always  rises  over  the  sea,  the  range  of  variation  of 
sunrise points over the city of Odessa is 70°. The solar 
center of Odessa turned out to be at the junction of 
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For  that  time  Odessa  was  designed  as  a  city  of 
enormous size - more than 1000 hectares. The edge 







(land  terracing,  drainage  and  irrigation  network 
development)  and  that  of  construction  (mounds, 







the  sea.  The wide  valley  of    Karantinnyi  Ravine was 
used  for  storage;  gullies  -  for  communications  to 
descend from the elevated part of the city to the port. 
On the high plateau there was a residential area, on 
the  low-lying coastal strip  -  the port  institutions. The 
original division  into blocks and sections was based 
on  ancient  Roman  norms  of  land  distribution.  The 
Voennyi district  consisted of 52 blocks, divided  into 
560    sections;  the  Grecheskii  district  -  of  65  blocks 
divided  respectively  into  720  sections.  The  blocks 
were marked with numbers. In 1794 159 open permits 
to  own  city  plots  were  granted.  The  regular  plan 
subdued chthonic Chaos, gave it cosmic features.




«  If  the  city  is  on  the  sea,  we  should  choose 
ground close to the harbour as the place where 








in  1804  449  ships  loaded  with  wheat  sailed  from 

















The  lava  stone  was  long  believed  to  be  brought 
to Odessa only  as ballast  for empty  ships,  and  then 
forcedly  used  for  paving  roads.  Now  it  is  clear  that 
F.de  Volan    following  Vitruvius`  advice    specially 
recommended to take  exactly this stone for ballast.
«  Let  the  stone be  taken  from  the quarry  two 
years  before  building  is  to  begin,  and  not  in 
winter but  in  summer.  Then  let  it  lie  exposed 
in  an  open  place.  Such  stone  as  has  been 
damaged by the two years of exposure should 
be  used  in  the  foundations.  This  precaution 
should  beobserved,  not  only  with  dimension 
stone, but also with  the  rubble which  is  to be 
used in walls » (Vitruvius, 1914).
Perhaps  “Puteolanian”  sand  itself  “…with  their 
varieties  and  points  of  excellence”  (Vitruvius,  1914) 
was  shipped  together with    stone  to build  the port. 
The  fragments of  lava pavements are  still preserved 
intact in cozy Odessa patios.
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in  harsh  and  aggressive  conditions  of  the  southern 
steppe zone - “deadly heat in the summer and terrible 
blizzards  in  the  winter,  sandy  and  alkaline  soil,  lack 
of  freshwater  springs”  (De  Ribas,  1995).  Taking  into 





Modern  requirements  to  the  environment 








of    geo-strategic,  economic  prerequisites  for  the 
development of the southern territories of the Russian 
Empire.





human  environment  in  harsh  and  aggressive 
conditions of  the  southern  steppe zone. Taking  into 






code of  the unique Polis culture was established    in 
accordance  with  the  requirements  ofeurhythmy-
harmony - “Strength, Utility and Beauty ”  by Vitruvius.

